Three-dimensional trajectory assessment of an IVUS transducer from single-plane cineangiograms: a phantom study.
The recovery of the three-dimensional (3-D) path of the transducer used during an intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) examination is of primary importance to assess the exact 3-D shape of the vessel under study. Traditionally, the reconstruction is done by simply stacking the images during the pullback, or more recently using biplane angiography to recover the vessel curvature. In this paper, we explain, how single-plane angiography can be used with two projection models, to perform this task. Two types of projection geometry are analyzed: weak-perspective and full-perspective. In weak-perspective projection geometry, the catheter path can be reconstructed without prior transducer depth information. With full-perspective projection geometry, precise depth location of reference points are needed in order to minimize the error of the recovered transducer angle of incidence. The transducer angulation reconstruction is based on the foreshortening effect as seen from the X-ray images. By comparing the measured to the true transducer length, we are able to get its incidence angle. The transducer trajectory is reconstructed by stitching together the different estimated angulations obtained from each image in a cineangiogram sequence. The method is described and validated on two helical vessel phantoms, giving on average a reconstructed path that is less than 2 mm distant from the true path when using full-perspective projection.